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THE EFFECT OF THE TOWNSHEND ACTS IN
PENNSYLVANIA
By R. L. BRUNHOUSE

Benjamin Franklin, in April, 1767, wrote to a British
Lord that force on the part of England would alienate
the Americans, and that " a total separation of interests [would] be the final consequence."1 Franklin was
coming pretty close to the truth.
It was about this same time that the colonists began
to learn of the proposed Townshend duties.2 Three
months later Pennsylvania read that the bills were laid
before the House. It was also reported that Grenville
moved to oblige all Americans to take an oath of
obedience to Parliament, but this was defeated by a
vote of ninety to some one hundred and eighty.3 In
August the colony learned that there would be duties
on crown, plate, flint, and white glass, red and white
lead, painters' colors, and tea.4 And later it was announced that the duty would go into effect on November 20, 1767.5
The period between the passage of the acts in the
summer of 1767 and their taking effect in November
gave the colonists time to study and organize opposition.6 But in Pennsylvania there was very little activity—at least until December. In October Franklin
and Jackson "were appointed joint Agents, to transact
1
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the Affairs of this Province in Great Britain.9 '7 In November, Bostonvs reaction to the acts was published:
a large meeting of Bostonians was held,8 when non-importation agreements were adopted.9 And in a short
time Boston was boasting of its home manufactures.10
On December 2, 1767, a newspaper agitation was begun in a rather unpretentious manner, but which had
far-reaching effects. It was on that day that the first
Letter from a Pennsylvania Farmer appeared,11 in a
special issue.12 The letters appeared weekly until the
twelfth and last, which was published in February,
1768.18
The worth and influence of these letters have been
variously valued. Professor Tyler has claimed them
to be " a s of the highest significance."14 Stille has said
that they became a "genuine political text book,... received with absolute confidence."15 And Charles Francis Adams valued them as more practical, minute, and
skilful than the works of Otis, Adams, or Quincy.16
These letters, with their homely simplicity of form
and style, were certain to appeal to a population of
which nine out of every ten persons were rural.17 Dickinson's aim was to show the danger of allowing any
precedent of Parliamentary taxation to be established,
for it was impossible to tell how far the precedent may
be pushed.18 He granted that the relationship between
7
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the colonies and the motherland had always been vague
and ill-defined, but he urged that this condition should
be continued and that England should refrain from
pressing the abstract theory of sovereignty to its extreme logical conclusions.19
The letters reveal Dickinson "not as an angry controversialist but as a judicious councellor and guide.' '20
This is more evident in contrasting Dickinson's activity of 1767 with Paine's writings a decade later.
Flame, passion, and hatred seethe through the works
of Paine; calmness, dignity, and sagacity permeate the
Farmer's Letters. Dickinson represents the clear, cool
head of a lawyer, with his legal training gained years
before at Middle Temple.21 Though he was trained in
England, he shared in the general colonial excitement,
but at all times he tried to compose rather than to increase the agitation.22 " H e was a man of powerful
and cultivated intellect with all his tastes on the side
of order, conservatism, and peace, if only with these
could be had political safety and honor." 23 He was
a statesman,24 and not a radical.
In 1767, just as in 1765, Pennsylvania furnished the
theoretical defence of the American position;25 and
Dickinson through his Farmer's Letters in 1767, just
as through his actions at the Stamp Congress two years
before, became the leader and guide in the controversy.26
The letters were instantly recognized as the work of
John Dickinson;27 and they were read by all classes
throughout the land " as no other work of political kind
19
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had hitherto been read in America.' *28 All the colonial
newspapers—about twenty-five in number—with but
four exceptions reprinted the letters.29 By March,
1768, they were in pamphlet form;30 Boston,31 Philadelphia,32 and Virginia33 issuing editions of which there
were eight in all.34 By June the Philadelphia publishers announced a second edition.35 Two London editions and one Dublin edition36 appeared, prefaced by
Franklin who wanted to enlighten the English public37 and provoke a "full answer." 38 Next the letters
were translated into French by Dubourg,39 published
at Amsterdam,40 and circulated over the Continent.41
Even Voltaire joined in praising Dickinson42 who was
likened to Cicero43 and proclaimed "the foremost
patriot of America."44 The book sold rapidly in
Europe.45
Criticism as well as laudation poured in on Dickinson. Hillsborough thought his doctrines "extremely
wild;" 46 Governor Sharpe47 of Maryland and
Ehoads,48 a Pennsylvania Quaker, interpretated the
28
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letters as inflammatory. Opposition to Dickinson was
due at least in part to political reasons, and soon " a
host of angry scribblers" was pouring forth personal
abuse.49 But on the other hand " A Farmer" urged
Dickinson to continue his writing ;50 Boston gave him
a vote of thanks ;51 the Society of Fort St. David presented him with an elaborate memento;52 Newport
called him the "American Pitt;" 5 3 two Connecticut
towns added their praises; 54 Cumberland County,
Pennsylvania, sent him its appreciation;55 and poetic
tributes appeared in his honor.56 But strange as it
may seem Dickinson looked to Massachusetts as the
leader in rousing patriotism.57
The "spirit of liberty" began to manifest itself in
South Carolina through a newspaper plea, and in
Ehode Island through the encouragement of home
manufactures.58 Late in October, 1767, Boston voted
to discontinue the use of British products and to encourage the use of American manufactures; the popular party of Philadelphia agreed with Boston, called
a meeting, but was able only to return an expression
of sympathy.59 A few weeks later Ehode Island announced the adoption of a non-importation agreement,60 and Boston boasted of the increasing use of
American made cloth.61
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Early in 1768, the Pennsylvania Assembly instructed
its agents to join with those from the other colonies62
to urge repeal of the obnoxious acts.63 Business was
evidently too flourishing for the prosperous Quaker
merchants of Philadelphia to be willing to take drastic
action; and for this lack of spirit the whole colony was
soundly berated by " A Freeborn American." 64 Again,
in April a writer, "Monitor," warned the colony of
imminent danger from tyranny.65
Boston pled with Pennsylvania to fall in line with
non-importation, by agreeing to suspend all trade with
Britain for a year from December 31, 1768.66 The
Philadelphia merchants met, debated heatedly, and
came to no definite action, only urging that non-importation should extend only to the articles actually taxed.
They really suspected Boston of trickery, for New
England ports were notorious for smuggling, and this
illicit trade would be carried on while other colonies,
such as Pennsylvania, would suffer by adhering to the
agreements.67 Thus in a second trial the colony failed
to cooperate.
In March, the newspapers printed the Circular Letter from Massachusetts.68 Hillsborough immediately
ordered Governor Penn to see that the letter should be
treated "with the contempt it deserves" by the Assembly, and that, if this is not done, the governor
should dissolve or prorogue the undutiful House.69
One historian has remarked that these orders "serve
to mark the progress the ministry was making in the
62
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art of misgovernment.' >7° On May 10, the Circular
Letter was laid before the Assembly;71 the next day
the House adjourned until September 12.72 On September 13, Governor Penn informed the House of his
forced absence due to an Indian Treaty, and that he is
sending Hillsborough's letter " which I recommend to
your most serious consideration."73 The same day
there was laid before the House a letter from Virginia,74 recommending a union of the colonies to combat the revenue acts.75 Beyond registering both letters on its minutes, the House practically ignored
them, due to the influence of the Speaker, the powerful Quaker, Galloway.76 In fact Lord North praised
Pennsylvania for having "behaved with more moderation than the rest of the colonies."77
Late in April, a meeting of merchants was again
called to consider non-importation. Dickinson, now
enjoying a brilliant popularity, was solicited to use
his influence to sway the hesitant merchants to join
an agreement not to import any goods after October
1, 1768.78 In his address, Dickinson first outlined the
colonial grievances against England,79 then developed
the theme that suspension of trade was the only way to
obtain redress.80 No more than a few signatures could
70
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be obtained; on this result a contemporary observed,
1
'the spirit of liberty is lukewarm in this powerful and
important city." 81 A third time the colony failed to
cooperate.
The only result was newspaper warfare. In May,
the merchants were urged to join New York and Boston,82 and a little later another writer was surprised
" a t the insensibility of your city." 83 Under a pseudonym Galloway boasted that the Philadelphia merchants
had discovered the trick of the New Englanders; and
the controversy was continued by "Martinus Scriblerius,""A. B . " and "C." 8 4
In July, Dickinson addressed the merchants by letter, warning them of the infinite harm they do the
other colonies by their persistence in not entering into
the agreements.85 But Dickinson had his critics: one
wrote that his "political labors would yield a 'plentiful harvest of blood and anarchy.' " 86 However, Dickinson's ardor broke into verse once and " A Song of
American Freedom" was the result.87
Late in July Philadelphians were called to the State
House to formulate instructions to their agents in London.88 The address at the meeting stressed England's
tyranny and the lack of representation.89 The agents
were informed that Pennsylvania sympathized with
New York and Boston; and these two men in England
were ordered to present a memorial to the Lords and
a remonstrance to the Commons.90
In September, the New York merchants sent a copy
81
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of their agreements to Philadelphia,91 but the Quaker
element was still powerful enough to stave off nonimportation ;92 they would not suspend trade until all
ordinary means of redress had been exhausted. Petition was the strongest weapon they desired to use.93
Now, the Assembly ordered a committee of ten to
frame a petition to the King, one to the Lords, and
one to the Commons, praying for the relief of the
grievances.94 Within a week these documents were
draughted,95 and soon in final form.96 On September
22, 1768, a letter was sent to the English agents,97
ordering them to present the petitions.98 The Townshend Acts are "extremely inconsistent with the
Eights of the Freemen of the Province," declared the
letter.99
Hillsborough's letter was answered by the Assembly
in the form of a resolution—that the members of the
Assembly "have an undoubted right to sit on their own
adjournment" and that the Assembly has the right to
correspond with the other colonies.100 As for the Virginia letter, the Assembly simply ordered its Speaker
to return " a suitable answer."101
Learning of the action of Boston and New York, the
Philadelphia merchants appointed a committee to obtain like agreements. The committee failed,102 except
in a moment of hope when it tried to gain the support
of eight or ten mercantile firms; but these firms would
91
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not agree to unconditional non-importation.103 Since
only a quarter of the merchants attended a special
meeting, nothing could be accomplished.104 Pennsylvania failed a fourth time to cooperate.
When, because they failed to fall in line with New
York, the Philadelphia traders were stigmatized as
"selfish, dastardly merchants," a few were stung to
action ;105 but the only result was a memorial sent November 1, by the Philadelphia merchants to the London merchants: it threatened suspension of trade if
the English merchants could not use their influence to
effect repeal.106 And so, until the first few months of
1769, the Quakers headed by Galloway used no stronger
measures than petition, but at the same time they felt
secure in their mastery of the situation in Pennsylvania.107
But a decision had to be made. Merchants were
planning to order their goods for Autumn by a February vessel, and Parliament had yet shown no signs of
remedy. News from England was discouraging: the
London merchants told Philadelphia that the time was
unpropitious to press their case ;108 the petition to the
Commons was objected to because it denied the authority of Parliament,109 and after four weeks it was
108
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yet not offered a second time.110 After still another
month this same petition was not pushed on the ground
that Lord North thought it inconsistent with Parliamentary dignity.111
The agents for Pennsylvania were doing their utmost. Franklin was indefatigable in his efforts to
prove the loyalty of his colony.112 In a letter to Pennsylvania a London writer observed about Franklin,
" I t is better for you that he is where he is." 113 In October, he and Jackson were reappointed to their
posts.114 In the following February Franklin observed:
* * Things daily wear a worse aspect, and tend more and
more to a breach and final separation." 115
In February there was the beginning of a feeble
movement to foster home manufactures. The freeholders of Philadelphia agreed not to consume any
lamb during the ensuing year,116 and four fire companies agreed to do the same ;117 the purpose being to
increase the woollen manufactures of the province.118
A number of people even agreed to disregard English
fashion by wearing leather jackets thereafter.119
At last, on March 10, 1769, Philadelphia merchants
agreed to suspend trade with England after April 1,
on all goods except twenty-two very necessary articles;
the agreement was to continue until the repeal of the
acts or until a general meeting of the subscribers delie
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termined otherwise.120 The merchants were driven to
suspension of trade by boycotts and threat of mob
violence.121 Any violator of the agreement was to be
stigmatized " a n enemy of the Liberties of America"
and to have his name published.122 By the end of
March Baltimore accepted Philadelphia's agreement.123 Pennsylvania was beginning to act—but about
a half year late.124
As early as April stories of violation of the agreement appeared.125 Though liberty and loyalty were
proclaimed126 at a patriotic dinner at Burn's Tavern,127 there was a riot the first day of the month, arising out of an attempt at smuggling.128 The collector
of the port was badly beaten, and the people's hatred of
the customs collectors was most evident.129 Members
of the crowd were tried and convicted because of their
attempts to aid the smuggler and to thwart the efforts
of the collector.130
Maryland, undoubtedly influenced by Pennsylvania's
action, passed non-importation agreements on June 20,
1769.131
In July, the Committee of Merchants in Philadelphia
had to deal with the first violator of the agreement.
The Charming Polly with a cargo of malt arrived in
port on July 17132 from Yarmouth; the cargo was con120
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signed to Amos Strettell who denied any knowledge of
the goods. The Committee of Merchants assembled the
next day at the State House; and after investigation
it appeared that "the Cargoe was principally consigned to the Captain who had orders to value himself
on Mr. Strettell." 133 The brewers pledged not to buy
any of the malt and resolved that any one who did so
"had not a just sense of liberty, and is an enemy of his
country." 134 The next week the Charming Polly with
its tricky Captain Eaton sailed from Philadelphia with
the cargo intact.135 When this incident revealed that
the populace might be called on to use force in executing the agreement, the monthly meeting of Quakers advised Friends to have nothing to do with non-importation measures. Many prominent Quakers were
concerned in the agreement.136
Early in August the brig Speedwell arrived from
Liverpool; it was reported to have on board dry goods
for several merchants. Though the cargo was unimportant, it had been sent contrary to the agreement;
the committee decided to place the goods in public
store, "there to lie till the Acts against America are
repealed."137 Pledges were exacted not to withdraw
the goods for sale. However, a man was caught trying
to buy cheese from a person on the Speedwell. "The
Committee of Merchants waited upon him at once and
remonstrated with him so effectually that he felt constrained to give the cheese to the poor debtors in jail,
adding two dollars to enable them to buy bread to eat
with it. Two or three more caught in the same way
added beer to the bread and cheese, so that the prisoners had quite a feast of it." 138
133
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However, the plan of storing goods did not commend
itself, for it was feared that "some monied people" in
England planned " t o buy up quantities of manufactures on easy terms and lodge them in the principal
towns in America to be ready for the first opening of
the market after the repeal." 139 So, on August 2, the
merchants and traders met at the Coffee House and
resolved no longer to store any goods;140 which plan
was followed thereafter.141
In September, 1769, New England proposed to Philadelphia to enter into an agreement comprehending all
revenue acts, including molasses and wine duties, Philadelphia would not accede to this proposal, feeling that
the restriction would simply divert the trade to laxer
ports.142
Late in the same month the Friend's Good Will arrived from Hull with a large amount of merchandise
sent by Britons on a speculative enterprise.143 It was
said that the goods were shipped to eighty-four merchants in vain.144 However, the committee at Philadelphia ordered the return of the goods, and " i t would
have been dangerous to attempt to resist or disobey
such an order;'>145 so the brig returned with cargo intact.146
In their distress the British merchants resorted to
trickery, such as antedating invoices and letters from
America; it was the work of the committee of inspection to detect such practices.147 In Pennsylvania, the
populace sometimes took affairs into their own hands:
189
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an informer who lodged the charge of smuggling
against some individuals was caught, pilloried, tarred
and feathered, and paraded through the streets for
two hours.148
Philadelphia informed Newport, Rhode Island, that
unless she united in the measures of the other colonies,
the Quaker City would boycott the Newport merchants.
The Rhode Island traders met and agreed to import
no British manufactures after January 1, 1770. But
Philadelphia would not accept this agreement for it
contained two flaws: (1) Newport could still import
European commodities through England; and (2) until the first of January large amounts of goods could
be ordered and imported. Under threat of boycott Newport made a new agreement more acceptable to Philadelphia.149
In December, Drinker wrote to his commercial partner in London: "Interest, all-powerful Interest will
bear down Patriotism. This, I think, will be verified in
the Colonies ere long, should the Parliament be obstinate." 150 The radical class in the population was
beginning to dominate the situation.151 Furthermore,
the export trade to Great Britain, in 1769, fell to less
than half of that trade in 1768.152 The import trade of
Pennsylvania from Britain fell from four hundred and
forty-one thousand pounds, in 1768, to two hundred and
four thousand pounds in 1769.153
With the beginning of the year 1770, signs of discontent began to appear. The drygoods importers felt
148
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that the agreement unjustly discriminated against
their trade.154 Maryland and New York imported
coarse woolens and hence were able to capture the Indian trade formerly enjoyed by Pennsylvania.155 The
traders attempted to get the unfair provisions repealed
or modified rather than violate them.156
Scarcity of products brought a rise in prices. Some
persons complained that Bohea tea reached five shillings a pound in face of the agreement to keep it at three
shillings nine pence. The Pennsylvania Chronicle cut
down the size of its issues because of the rise in the
price of paper.157 In February, Drinker wrote: "Already we do see those making breeches in the Agreement who were the first in promoting it. I expect ere
long to write thee of some important changes in our
measures here. . . ." 158 These conditions brought about
efforts to foster home manufactures. Lancaster, Pennsylvania, boasted an enviable record: for one year
prior to May, 1770, fifty looms and seven hundred spinning wheels were in constant use,159 producing over
thirty thousand yards of home-spun linens and woollens.160 Philadelphia tried hard to produce silk: in
1769, fifty families raised silk worms, but the people
were inexperienced in reeling silk. After expending
two hundred and fifty pounds on a filature, the city
was able to export one hundred and fifty-five pounds
of raw silk in 1771.161 In the same year Lancaster
154
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erected a flint glass manufactory, and Philadelphia
built a china factory.162
As is usual in such crises the merchants with little
capital were in danger of failing. The month of May
was filled with meetings of traders desiring some modification of the agreement. About the middle of the
month a general meeting was called, but the drygoods
importers, feeling that they were most vitally concerned, met at Davenport's the evening before. However, at the general meeting the next day the one hundred importers present postponed action until the
fifteenth of May, for "they had an eye on our ship
Chalkey's conveying their orders and determinations,
and therefore regulated the General Meeting to be
within a day or two of the time she may probably
sail." 163
A meeting was called for the middle of May. Since
many of the subscribers were not in the importing business and would vote to continue the agreement, the
importers held several preparatory sessions and
agreed that each would bring a friend to the meeting.
The scheme was detected and exposed in a broadside.
When the meeting was held, action was postponed until
New York and Boston could be consulted.164 On May
23, a group of artificers, manufacturers, tradesmen,
and others assembled, resolving to do their utmost to
promote American manufactures, to boycott violators
of the agreement, and to order Whitman and his boat
back to Rhode Island, which colony had broken
faith.165
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Not until June did the committee of inspection find it
necessary to proscribe offenders by name.166
On June 5, 1770, the subscribers of the agreement
"met by themselves" at the State House and "almost
unanimously (four votes dissenting),167 agreed not to
alter the agreement.168 Philadelphia was determined
not to trade with "the little dirty colony of Ehode
Island;" 169 and in the middle of June, Captain Smith
from Providence "was refused trade, as the other vessels from that Colony have lately been."170 Two Pennsylvanians were caught buying English goods from
Baltimore merchants; the Philadelphia committee "induced" the two guilty persons to return the goods.171
In July, New York decided to import everything except dutied articles ;172 Philadelphia warned her northern neighbor that she was weakening the union of colonies by her act, and that she would have to answer
to posterity for her action.173 Henceforth, Pennsylvania looked on New York as " a faction unfriendly to
redress of grievances."174
The agitation came to a head on September 20,1770.
One hundred and thirty-five subscribers met at Davenport's Tavern on that date and voted on several
questions.175 (1) Should the agreement be altered?—
voted affirmatively by a large majority. (2) If the
agreement is to be altered should Pennsylvania import
168
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goods from Britain and Europe except tea and other
dutied articles?—also voted affirmatively by a great
majority. (3) Should Philadelphia consult the other
colonies before it alters the agreement?—voted negatively. (4) Is the agreement thus broken or altered?—
voted that it is altered only. (5) Should any goods be
landed which left Britain before January next?—voted
negatively.176 This practical breakdown of the agreement was carried by a vote of eighty-nine to forty-five;
and thereupon eleven members of the committee of
merchants resigned.177 The non-mercantile classes
mostly resented the change.178 But the merchants
elected a new committee to enforce the altered agreement, and nine days later the London Packet sailed
carrying orders for English merchandise.179
Handbills and broadsides were scattered abroad favoring and opposing the action at Davenport's Tavern.180 Persons alarmed by this recent action called a
meeting at the State House on September 27, " t o vindicate the honor of this City."181 There it was agreed
that non-importation was necessary,182 and the recent
action of Davenport's Tavern should stand censured.183 But for all intents and purposes the agreement was broken, the Quaker merchants had once
again become masters of the situation and were determined not to have their interests and business again
jeopardized by a radical mob of wildly enthusiastic
patriots who had little to lose through suspension of
trade.
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